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What our Customers are Saying

What is Time Bank™?
Time Bank Online is a web-based application designed 
to connect multiple employee systems and provide 
customized functionality.

Time Bank’s integration engine combines years of 
application knowledge and experience with industry- 
standard development tools and techniques with the 
capability to accommodate APIs, web services, XML, 
and various ASCII based files. 

Accessed from anywhere through an internet browser, 
each Time Bank application may include one or more 
customized solution, or data transfer.  Some may be 
scheduled, for others simply log into your dashboard 
with your secure password and run Time Bank with the 
click of a button!

Who is IDI?
Integrated Design (IDI) has 30+ years of experience working with 30,000 companies from diverse industries. We have 
helped thousands of companies automate very manual and time consuming processes that were previously being done 
on paper or spreadsheets.

Our solutions integrate with Time & Attendance, Payroll, Human Resources, Point-of-Sale, ERP, Mobile, and many other 
systems to help enforce a company’s specific pay policies and transfer data.

“Time Bank’s retro average weighted overtime rate solution saves me hours' worth of work of having to do the calculation of 
looking back for monthly bonuses.” - A. Turner, Payroll Accounting Specialist

“I would recommend Time Bank to anyone who needs import/export help.  The punch times integration software is  very 
simple to use, and I’ve never had any issues with the functionality.  It saves me both time and money - 5 to 10 hours’ worth of 
work each week.” - E. Mizell, HR Administrator

“Your Time Bank solution saves me a lot of time. Two days' worth of work compared to spreadsheets!” - A. Fuksova, Payroll

“Your Time Bank solution works great. It doesn’t get any better than just having to push a button!”  - L. Berrios, Payroll Specialist
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MANUFACTURING

Automating incentive pay policies 
(piece rate, production pay, etc.).

Calculating union pay rules.

Integration with shopfloor or other 
production system.

NON-PROFIT/GRANT FUNDED
ORGANIZATIONS

Allocation of salary hours/earnings
by grant, fund, project worked.

Redistribution of overtime earnings
across grants, etc.

CONSTRUCTION

Determining prevailing wage and fringe
rates for government projects.

Integration with ERP/job cost system.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Compliance with FLSA for applying bonuses 
and commissions to prior period overtime 
earnings.

Calculating semi-monthly overtime rates.

RESTAURANT/HOSPITALITY

Point-of-Sale (POS) integration
with time or payroll systems.

Automating tip pooling/allocation policies.

Examples of Time Bank™ 
Solutions by Industry

Time Bank™ Key Features 

Our Time Bank solutions are typically purchased through one of our partners. 

With each Time Bank order, our Data Integration Analysts work with you and our partners
 to provide remote analysis and configuration to meet your unique requirements.

IDI has developed a structured process across thousands of clients that helps
streamline the implementation and ongoing support of your Time Bank.

RELIABLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE

Eliminates human error with scheduled data transfer or   
“one click” operations.

Removes costs associated with manual data entry or 
spreadsheet calculations.

Offers extraordinary value of proven software technology
while maintaining the highest standards of product and   
service quality.

Displays data using the language and format of the 
connecting systems.

Provides peace of mind with easy validation of results  
through online data views.

INVALUABLE DATA VALIDATION

EASY TO USE

Provides an intuitive look and feel of the  dashboard for all  
levels of Time Bank users.

Includes built-in toolkits for making mapping changes and 
modifying basic company rules.

Contains online help and tool-tips to guide you through
operating Time Bank.

FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE

Allows for reconfiguration to expand business rules and 
accommodate system changes as your business needs evolve.

Supports data exchange with hundreds of systems.

SECURE

Leverages current Microsoft web-based technologies and  
up-to-date encryption standards to ensure the security of 
your data.


